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MIPP Physics Program
MIPP has 4 distinct clientele for its data, which are interconnected. 
Approved Physics of current Run
• Particle Physics-To acquire unbiased high statistics data with complete particle id coverage for hadron interactions.
» Study non-perturbative QCD hadron dynamics, scaling laws of particle production » Investigate light meson spectroscopy, pentaquarks?, glueballs
• Nuclear Physics » Investigate strangeness production in nuclei-RHIC connection » Nuclear scaling » Propagation of flavor through nuclei
• Service Measurements » Atmospheric neutrinos -Cross sections of protons and pions on Nitrogen from 5 GeV-120 GeV » Improve shower models in MARS, Geant4 » Proton Radiography-Stockpile StewardshipNational Security » MINOS target measurements -pion production measurements to control the near/far systematics
• Will make DST's available for the public on DVD's after we are done.
• HARP at CERN went from 2-15GeV incoming pion and proton beams. MIPP will go from 5-85 GeV/c for 6 beam species π ± K ± p ± --420M triggers. 3KHZ TPC.
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MIPP Particle ID
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Minos measurements
• Pion phase space P L vs P T weighted according to the number of neutrino events.
• Overlaid are the locations of existing hadron production measurements.
• In detail the near and the far detector see neutrinos from slightly different pion spectra. 
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MIPP-TPC
• This Time Projection Chamber, built by the BEVALAC group at LBL for heavy ion studies currently sits in the E-910 particle production experiment at BNL, that has completed data taking. 
Additional Physics with upgraded MIPP
• Non-Perturbative QCD » Test scaling in two particle inclusives-More variables. Need more statistics.
• More nuclei can be measured • Future Neutrino experimental targets-FINESSE, T2K • Low Momentum Pion and Kaon Physics. Pion beams of 1 GeV/c and Kaon beams of 5 GeV/c and greater are possible.
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Missing baryon Resonances
• Low momentum pions (<5 GeV/c ) need new power supplies that regulate at such low currents. J.Lentz proposes using trim element supplies (plentiful at the lab) and switching between the two sets as running conditions demand.
• Partial wave analyses of πN scattering have yielded some of the most reliable information of masses, total widths and πN branching fractions. In order to determine couplings to other channels, it is necessary to study inelastics such as
• All of the known baryon resonances can be described by quark-diquark states. Quark models predict a much richer spectrum. Where are the missing resonances?
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Missing Baryon Resonances
• A)They do not exist • B)not been seen because they couple weakly to πN channel. So look for them in (J-Lab) • If you find any, then one would like to determine the state's helicity amplitudes in order to make comparisons to quark model predictions. To do this, you need high statistics data in πN elastics and (MIPP) Such data do NOT exist and MIPP can provide this if upgraded.
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• Resonances fall into four well defined regions. • Not much is known above this region. One expects the region near 2.2 GeV to be populated by several N=3 negative parity states and some N=4. MIPP upgrade can explore these regions.
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Missing Baryon Resonances
• Reactions which permit coupled channel partial wave analyses but which need much higher statistics.
• Entire data set for above consist of 241,000 events. Above 1600 MeV PWA becomes noisy, due to low statistics. MIPP will produce an order of magnitude more statistics 
